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Music

Gambier, Ohio.

Dept. Offers Concerts
On March 13 and April 17

violin concert and a concert

a harpsichord player
vocalist highlight forth coming projects of the Kenyon Music
apartment as recently announced by department head Dr. Paul
A

co-featuri-

ng

a

Schwartz.

The

violin concert,

"uscon,

Arizonia Symphony
is also a composer.

previously

as

27, 1959

performed at

Give Blood
the
Military Ball March 12
To Be Mar. 14
annual

Or-Aestr-

Ken-,o- n

The Red Cross will make its
eighth
visit to Kenyon,
Thursday, March 12 from 10 A. M.
to 4 P. M. at Peirce Hall. The
quota is 150 to 170 pints. To meet
this about 240 donors are needed.
Why Give
This is an opportunity for Kenyon Students and faculty to do
something for the community.
It is also a chance for us to do
our share in keeping up the blood
banks of Mercy and Memorial
Hospitals. This is important for
you never know when you will
need blood.
Anyone who is over 18 may give
blood, but those under 21 need
The
their parents permission.
Blood Bank Committee, under the
guidance of Mrs. H. Landon
Warner, has sent a letter to the
parents and all students in this
category with return post cards.
Lists of those having signed up
to give blood and those having
their parents permission will be
given to each division chairman
shortly before the bloodmobile

has appeared in concerts
rom coast to coast.
Harpsichord and Soprano

The members of the Arnold Air
Society will present the annual
Military Ball in Peirce Hall from
hord player and Alice Eugram,
10 P. M. to 2 A. M. on Saturday,
will be
March 14, 1959. Tickets may be
in the concert presented in
purchased
in advance of the
i Church of the Holy Spirit on
dance for $2.50 from Arnold
April 17 at 8 P. M.
Dress is
music will be the Air Society members.
Baroque
formal and, no stags will be alajor offering of the evening.
Harnsberger will play her lowed in the dance.
Mrs.
Afternoon Combo
y,vn harpsichord
which she has
A combo party will be held in
named "George Frederic," the first
the hanger from 2 to 5 P. M. in
so names of the composer Han- the afternoon before the dance.
pre-ceieL Both performances
will
Beer will be served.
solos and Mrs. Harnsberger
The Phi Tau's from Ohio State
Till provide
harpsichord accom-xnimewill provide music at the dance.
's
for some of Mrs.
solos. They will be assisted The combo has not yet been
chosen, but Rusty Bryant is under
b the Kenyon College String Ensemble
under the direction of consideration.
Queen To Be Chosen
Professor Schwartz.
A queen will be chosen at the
Kenyon and Bexley students
rill be admitted
free to both dance. Each division should pick
concerts.
The admission is one their representative who must be
cadet. At
dollar for
adults and the date of a ROTCjudging
will
M.
final
9:30
P.
the
fftjcents for children.
place in the Music Room at
take
(Cont. on Page 4. Col. 4)
Singers Spring Concert
Peirce Hall.
Other plans of the Music
During the intermission of the
include the Kenyon dance, the candidates and their Kenyon
Gifts
Singers
Spring Concert.
The escorts will participate in the
Singers will take part in the prescoronation ceremony. The queen
entation of the
by will be presented with flowers
Kenyon has received gifts totalBrahms.
Mrs. Patricia Walker
ling $220,000 since July 1, 1958
engraved silver plate.
an
and
ill be the solosist and F. Allyn
Coffee, doughnuts, and beer will in four major areas of interest to
Talker, Bexley '60, will direct
served in the Coffee Shop the student.
be
(Cont. on Page 3, Col. 5)
A.S.
There has been an increase in
during the dance.
number of companies contribthe
FACULTY TO GET
uting to grant and aid with the
MEDICAL INSURANCE
founding, this year, of the Knox
County Grant and Aid Fund to
A "Group
Major Medical
The Dramatic Club has already
will be made available begun rehearsals for its next two be supplemental to the previously
to the
faculty tentatively before plays, to be presented in a double established Mount Vernon Fund
At present, no Knox
une, 1959 upon the approval of
billing on the 23rd, 24th and 25th Scholarship.
are attending
residents
'he Executive
County
Committee of the of April. They will be The Chairs,
Board of Trustees
at their Feb-&r- y by Eugene Ionesco, and Gilbert & Kenyon on the Grant.
Companies Match Alumni
14, meeting.
Sullivan's Trial By Jury.
major contributor are
Insurance will be issued on a
Another
of
contemporary
a
Ionesco,
latching basis with the college Samuel Beckett,
is one of the companies matching alumni gifts
paying half and the individual
prominent members of the avant-gard- e wherein if an alumni makes a
Ji. This aid will be additional
theater. For a play of its donation the company for which
to
regular Blue Cross compendtype, Chairs has received wide he works will donate an equal
ium.
sum. Such a policy, it is pointed
(Cont. on Page 2, Col. 4)
RAR
out, will stimulate alumni contributions to the college.
College
Unrestricted funds from companies for general academic achievements is a prime source of
grants may range
Thanks to the efforts of a number of alumni, Kenyon has recently finances. These
as the word
amounts
large
very
to
Stained a bus.
Students were able to view the new acquisition
implies.
kst Tuesday
following the assembly. The bus, seating 29, was built "unrestricted"
Bequests
:i
Loudonville, by the Flxible Company.
Finally there are the funds deBefore it was bought by the
rived from bequests which go
the bus made regular
For
primarily towards endowment.
nms
between New York City and
:ts
Recent bequests include one from
three airports for the Carey Library Named
Charles Buxton Stroud of
Mr.
Transportation Company.
over $16,000 for Bexley
ansomewhat
The administration has
The alumni
most responsible
;
Mrs. Rose Byrer,
from
one
Hall;
of
the
appointment
nounced
the
the Kenyon bus is Robert W.
Very Reverend
of
the
widow
Architect
the
Tuttle, '37.
Largely due to his O'Connor and Kilham
Byrer, Dean of Bexley
Charles
design
the
to
dose
York
of
New
firm
friendship with Mr. John
1940, of $10,000 to
Jey, president of the company new library estimated to cost from 1926a tofund in his memory
establish
"rmerly owning the bus, Ken-!'- n $1,000,000.
Having drawn the blueprints from which an income will be
was able to purchase the
given to the semchicle at an extremely reason-Al- e for the libraries at Princeton and derived to be
the late Anne
from
one
inary;
Univerthe
Universities,
Colgate
price.
$2,000 for the
of
Ward
Marfield
Trinity
and
Mr.
in sity of Louisville
Thomas,
'targe of development, is certain College, Dr. Lund calls it "the seminary.
Mr. William Thomas, Vice Pres'tat the
initial cost of the bus firm for college libraries in the
explains that "each of these
ident,
'll be
returned in two years. country."
areas are important for the deconcerning
the
details
yet
'Ms will
As
of
be accomplished from
velopment program at Kenyon as
sav'ngs made by not using private type of structure or the probable
not especially concerns the student."
have
ground-breakin- g
date
tirs on
college trips.
RAR
RAR
been determined.
(Cont. on Page 3, Col. 4)
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Kenyon Chapter, A. A. U. P.
Oppose 'disclaimer clause'

featuring the Hungarian artist, Frederic
Friday, March 13 at 8. P. M. in the

will be presented on
Hall.
Great Hall of Peirce
who directs
jlr. Balazs,
Balazs,

February

j

i

j

j

j

i

:

,

i

i

Faculty Organization Sends Protest
to Senators Young and Lausche;
Also Rep. Levering

Although a partial pole of the student body shows that only a
few have any idea what the National Education Defense Act of
1958 is, the faculty are not in the dark, and a majority of them have
independently taken action to urge repeal of the controversial
disclaimer clause.
The Kenyon Chapter of the
American Association of UniverReminder: Jazz
sity Professors in a meeting on
Sat. from 3 to 5
February 5, unanimously voted
the following motion: "That the
Don't forget! The Interludes,
Kenyon Chapter is opposed to the
group amazingly
a singing
disclaimer affidavit required of all
similar to the Four Freshmen,
recipients of aid under the Naand Harry Epp, a small dixieland group, will blast forth in tional Education Defense Act of
Rosse Hall tomorrow from 3 1958, Title X, Section 1001."
This was mailed to Ohio's two
to 5 P. M.
Senators, Stephen A. Young and
No admission will be charged
to Kenyon Students, the affair Frank J. Lausche, and to Representative Robert Levering.
being financed by the savings
Senator Young
acquired by having less well
Senator Young replied that he
known, but just as good, bands
was in complete agreement and
on Dance weekends.
plans
to actively support the bill
Better bring a blanket to sit
of Senators Kennedy and Clark
on, the folding chairs will be
to strike out the disclaimer affdispensed with for the afteridavit
clause.
Senator Young
noon.
wrote in his letter:
"My view is that it is an
trocious act to compel a man
Ethics & Language
or woman of learning to make
a statement on oath disclaiming objectionable associations
2nd Larwell Lecture
and beliefs inorder to gain
the benefits of a program. I
The second lecture in the 1958-5- 9
personally have never been
Larwell series was presented
in sympathy with the Smith
Ace prosecutions where no
the evening of Monday, February
overt act was alleged to have
sixteenth by Dr. Charles Stevenson of the University of Michigan. Heoccurred.
concludes:
Dr. Aldrich pointed out in the inYou may mark it down that
I am not one of those who
troduction
that the speaker's
sees Communists under every
world wide reputation had been
bed. Sometimes I am reestablished largely by his classic
minded of that couplet (sic):
work on Emotivism, Ethics and
"Last night I saw upon the
Language.
stair,
A little man who wasn't
Dr. Stevenson pointed out that
there
he had bravely undertaken a
He wasn't there again tostudy of the nature of interpreday,
Oh, how I wish he would
tation and evaluation in the arts;
go away!"
his lecture, however, was confined
From Lausche's Assistant
to a consideration of "The Nature
The Kenyon Chapter AAUP
of Interpretation in Literature."
Ray
He first proposed two questions as also received a letter from
M. White, administrative assista basis for his discussion.
He
Mr.
asked when does a critic read ant to Senator Lausche.
something into a poem, and White explained that Senator
whether or not that which was Lausche reqested him to answer
read into the poem really belongs the letter due to the Senators',
"extremely heavy schedule of
there.
The last
Committee meetings."
Local Approach
Mr. White's
The speaker pointed out that two paragraphs of
he had no intention of answering letter read:
Your letter was welcome.
the questions, that being the job
The Senator was glad to have
of the critic. It was his purpose
the benefit of your views on
(Cont. on Page 3. Col.

3)

(Cont. on Page 3, Col.

1)

22 Second Semester Freshmen
Elected To The Chase Society
Twenty-tw- o
second semester freshmen were elected to the Chase
Society at a meeting of the sophomore members Monday night. As
in the past, two members were chosen from each of the ten divisions
on compus. In addition, this year two members were chosen members at large, in order to make up the quota.
Those Chosen
Freshmen chosen for 1959 include Charles E. Albers, Denault
M. Blouin, William F. Burrows,
John W. Charles, Edward L.
The Board of Trustees has Chase, David H. DeSelm, Patrick
turned down the National Student Edwards, William S. Fire, Charles R. Fletcher, Barry C. Gorden,
Defense Loan of $1,928 offered by J. Thomas Hall,
Paul C. Heintz,
the Department of Health, Educa- Douglas B. Hill, Jr., Philip R.
tion and Welfare.
Karsell, Harry C. Kasson, Joe R.
Keever, John A. Mayer, Arnold
"this
stated,
Lund
President
S. Page, Morris H. Roberts, Jr.,
sum would be simply not enough Mason C. Rose, L. Samuel Scott,
to justify the establishment of and Richard D. Spero.
separate administrative machinEach year at the end of the
ery." Kenyon had requested an first semester, the group elects
RAR
(Cont. on Page 2, Col. 3)
initial loan of $20,000.

Trustees Spurn
Defense Loan

KENYON
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National Defense Education Act
The National Defense Education Act of 1958, which will direct
undergradthe expenditure of $295 million in low interest-bearin- g
uate loans, has caused a storm of protest over the past few months.
The Act, in idea, is no doubt a sound investment in national security,
but mounting opposition has severly criticised an
affidavit and loyalty oath haphazardly tacked on to the main body
of the Act.
The original amendment, primarily the work of Sen. Karl Mundt
(R.-Dakota), reads as follows;
"No part of any funds appropriated or otherwise made available for expenditure under authority of this Act shall be
used to make payments or loans to any individual unless
such individual (1) has executed and filed with the Commissioner an affidavit that he does not believe in, and is
not a member of and does not support any organization that
believes in or teaches the overthrow of the United States
Government by force or violence or by any illegal or unconstitutional methods, and (2) has taken and subscribed to an
oath or affirmation in the following form: 'I do solemnly
swear (or affirm) that I will bear true faith and allegiance
to the United States of America and will support and defend
the Constitution and laws of the United States against all
its enemies, foreign and domestic' "
Principles: A Poor Second
Many colleges and universities, including Haverford, Bryn Mawr,
Swarthmore, Bates, Bowdoin, Colby, Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and
Williams, have strongly objected to the above amendment on the
grounds that it curtails academic freedom and intellectual integrity.
Kenyon's administration to date has objected to the amendment in
principle and has refused to accept any financial aid made available
by the Act. We must add, however, that Kenyon's refusal is not as
noble as it may sound. The refusal grew mainly out of the fact
that Kenyon's allotment was so small our administration felt that
it was hardly worth the added administrative machinery that it
would entail. Principles appear to run a poor second.
Regardless of the reasons for Kenyon's refusal, we believe that
decision is the correct and only one that could be made under the
existing conditions of the Act. However, one cannot but feel that
here again is an instance of the lack of communication between the
College's administration and its student body.
Plato and Windows
Kenyon prides itself as being ranked with the best educational
institutions in the country. However, while the student bodies at
Haverford and Swarthmore were being acquainted with the provisions of the Act, and were formulating and publicizing a statement
as a body which expressed the majority of the feeling, Kenyon students, actually unaware of the provisions of the Act itself, sat back in
the relative sanctity of pastoral Gambier to read their Plato and break
their windows.
Kenyon students showed that only
A very quick poll of sixty-on- e
eight had the faintest knowledge of the Act. When questioned about
the act, one student said he thought it was a ROTC training Act
while another swore that the Act authorized loans and other financial
aid to European universities.
A Backwash?
This may strike some as extremely amusing, but to this writer
it is just another guidepost which is leading this student body to a
stagnant backwash of complete apathy and disinterest. It is well
that a man be taught how to think, but if in the process he loses
sight of the connection between knowledge and living in a real
world, we may find Kenyon producing in the future men who have
no real desire to use what they have learned for the betterment of
their respective communities, vocations, etc.
The National Defense Education Act is, perhaps, one of the most
important pieces of legislation pertaining to American education to
come out of Washington in the past few years. However, the average
Kenyon student actually has not the slighest idea what it contains
or why it is controversial.
Pass The Buck
Whom can we blam for this lack of awarness? It certainly cannot be the administration for they are not in the habit of acquainting
the irresponsible Kenyon student with their decisions anyway.
Certainly we cannot blame our Student Government as it feels such
matters are far too trival to be handled by it.
As students can we not in part blame ourselves? As responsible
individuals, supposedly of above average intelligence, does it not
lie within the scope of our personal affairs to learn of such matters
and know what we believe or what we do not believe? Or is this
too conforming, too mundane, too normal?
W.T.
"anti-subversiv-

e"

.

S.

3-10-
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MOUNT VERNON,

return!"

place award for essays relevant to the work of Nelson or Jacob F.
philosophers.
Fries, both
In his essay, Yolton presented
01 me
critical examination
AFROTC SENIORS GET athoughts
of Nelson and others
who have attempted the con
FLYING LESSONS
struction of objective theories of
and value. His main conThe Air Force Reserve Officers' truth
to point out what he
cern
was
ColKenyon
Corps
at
Training
of such
"impossibility"
calls
the
lege has announced a Flight Inobjectivist positions.
senior
for
Program
struction
New Book
cadets.
Yolton's chief efforts at the
To be eligible for the program
an Air Science IV cadet must be present time are being directed
in category I, that is he must be to the preparation of his book
in perfect physical condition. Thinking and Perceiving. It will
Those Kenyon students who pres- be an elaboration of a philosophiently qualify for the Flight In- cal theory of thought and percepstruction Program are Fredrik M. tion based upon extrapolations
Bergold, W. Reed Craig III, from certain psychological data.
Thomas R. Nordstrom, Stephen S. His idea is that philosophical
Wachtel and Leonard J. White-ma- theories are primarily metaphysical but that they can work in
Jr.
The program consists of thirty close conjunction with empirical
hours of flying instruction and data. He plans to illustrate this
five hours of ground instruction in the cases of thinking and perception.
including aircraft maintenance.
Other things to be discussed in
The Buckeye Aviation Corporation of Delaware, Ohio has been Thinking and Perceiving are the
hired by the Air Force to instruct nature of empiricism and the nathe cadets. Mr. Harold Litsin-berg- ture of explanation and how they
of Buckeye and Ralph D. are related to philosophical unHe also plans to
Copeland, Kenyon senior, have derstanding.
been scheduled to give the train- make a distinction between the
psychological and physiological
ing.
The program which leads to a responses involved in perception
private pilot's license will con- and thought.
tinue until May at Port Kenyon
Europe In 1960
and Mount Vernon Airport.
Much work has been done by
Two Base Visits
men in France, Germany and
Kenyon's ROTC sub-un- it
has Switzerland in combining both
also announced two base visita- philosophical and psychological
tion trips to be made this approaches to the problems of
semester. The first one, to Keesler thought and perception.
Yolton
Air Force Base, Mississippi, is hopes to be able to go to Europe
now in progress. The remaining in 1960 to obtain a closer contact
one to Orlando, Florida will be- with these efforts.
gin April 9.
In addition to working on
Voluntary flights in the ROTC Thinking and Perceiving, Yolton
7
aircraft at Delaware will is finishing an edition of John
continue throughout the semester. Loche's Essay Concerning Human
J.McL Understanding which will be published soon by Everyman's LiChase Society
brary.
J.T.Moore

CO.

OHIO

re-realiz-

1,

Col.

5)

student retains membership
throughout his sophomore year.

Honorary Organization
Explained President John R.
Symons, "The Chase Society is
an honorary service organization
whose primary purpose is to pro
mote good will between the stu
dents of Kenyon College and the
citizens of Mount Vernon."
Society members sponsor an
annual Christmas Party as a
benefit for the Knox County
Orphans Home and also serve as
guides, ushers, marshals, and in
many other capacities in service
to the college.
J.McL.

Dramatics
(Cont. from Page

1,

Col. 2)

acceptance both in the United
States and Europe; it is however,
comic and far more theatrical
than many plays of this school
and style. In the cast are: Old
Man, Peter Phillips; Old Woman,
Mrs. Edwin Bigelow; Man, Christopher Speeth. David Canfield is
the Director.
The cast for Trial by Jury, although not yet complete, is as
follows: Judge, Austin Hersch-bergePlaintiff, Susan Schori;
Defendent, William Hartman;
Counsel, Richard Kerr; Usher,
J. Hodges
William Lamport.
r;

r-

&-

"HOW ARE

WE

GOING TO CATCH UP WITH THE
MAN, IF YOU FRITTER AWAY
T"H
WAY

RUSSIANS, YOUNG
YOUR f.DUCATIOH

?"

d,

ed.

j

I

!

!

j

I
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An increasingly neglected Ken-- j
yon tradition is Commons' singing
on Sunday. The old songs which
enhance Kenyon life by giving us
a bond with all other Kenyon
men and unite all with a sense of
the fellowship and unity of Ken-- I
yon College, are being sadly
neglected.
Singing on Sunday,
about the only bond between the
student body, and the past and
future, has disappeared these past
weeks. Yet, the occassional in
terest in the singing contest, in
fraternity singing and, sometimes,
Sunday singing convinces one of
its abiding value as part of our
heritage.

It would be easy to blame the
Betas for the lack of singing these
past few months, but the same
attitude occurred last year under
the leadership of the Dekes. Because of the continual lack of
responsibility on the part of the
fraternities, another group should
lead the singing. There is a permanent group of
men
who are interested in singing,
They
"The Kenyon Singers."
should have a special table on
Sunday where they could lead the
singing (they have a student
leader who could get the group
going). The advantage of this
system would be a permanent
group, vitally interested in singing, with proven musical ability,
which would have no special
group affilation or antagonism
Only those students who value
the tradition of singing should attend the first serving on Sunday.
Perhaps this type of set-u- p could
revitalize the tradition of singing
at Kenyon; or some other plan
might be followed, but something
must be done now if singing is to
remain a part of the Kenyon
heritage.
all-camp-

freshmen with outstanding rec
ords to become new members. A

time

But, a school may become tradition bound.
Changes in the
character of the student body
should be reflected in the life of
the school. Traditions shouldn't
impede new action and thought
or block necessary and imperative
improvement of the plant system.
A middle course must be guided
between the finest of the old and
the best of the new, allowing
freedom yet maintaining stability.

er

(Cont. from Page

back yesterday, let
Richard II

959

re-peate-

n,

L-1-

1

Traditions at Kenyon unite class
to class, men of this year to any
year. The songs spring up in the
gatherings, favorite stories are
shared professors remembered, and the essence of life on
the Hill is
Students
now are not aware of the value
of the traditions of Kenyon until
they have departed the Hill, yet
it is these traditions which will
enliven their memory for many
years to come.
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Prof. Yolton Wins
Foundation Award
Neo-Kanti-

27,

FEBRUARY

John W. Yolton, associate professor of philosophy at Kenyon,
is the recent recipient of the Leonard Nelson Foundation's first

Editors

QUALITY
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1

PAGE

us

Not all traditions should be
maintained.
The ideal of gravel
paths, borrowed from venerable
Oxford and Cambridge, is one of
the most aggrivating and hidebound of our traditions. The excessive wear on shoes, the difficulty of picking one's way around
plowing
puddles,
slowly
or
through fresh laid gravel, or the
continual leg and back trouble of
the professors can all be blamed
on the paths. Also, the public
impression of the college is not
enhanced as these new visitors
are surprised to find themselves
crunching
along rough paths,
while small pebbles fill their
shoes. In winter, it is not possible to adequately clear the paths
as the scraper piles up mounds
of gravel or leaves an inch 0'
snow.
However,

any

change

(Cont. on Pag 4, Col.
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Bill McCabe
the time this column comes out, the Kenyon Cagers will have
to the statistics, has
,rjv two games remaining in what, according
;'arltiy been a successful season.
But at the risk of being redundant,
cannot help but repeat what I said last issue: that, although the
record is poor, only one victory so far, the past season has
,-on-lo-

ss

By

profitable one for the Lords.
The team has profited in this: By falling before a number of
they, and some which were not. the Lords have
ttams better than
yjned valuable experience and some young players
have shown
blossoming into good ball players.
iigns of
The best way to realize the improvement in the team throughout
oe last three months is to take notice of the calibre basketball which
je Lords will exhibit this coming Wednesday night against Deni-If they play as well as I am sure they will, the game will be
auch better than the one at the beginning of the season in which
score.
the team lost to the Big Red by a decisive
This game next Wednesday could very well be indicative of the
Lords' success next year, for it will certainly show the difference
so poorly at Denison
it the two Kenyon teams, that which played
and the one which will meet the same opponent
It December
Wednesday, if, indeed, there be any difference, and to my thinking
a

m.

is.

there

WKCO WEEKDAY SCHEDULE
Tub.

Mon.

7:30-8:1-

Wed.
A. M.

5

Ted
Waugh

Sam
Richmond

"Wake-Up-

Sam
Richmond
P. M.

6:00-6:5- 5

Thuri.

Fri.

Ted
Waugh

Sam

"

Richmond

"Warm-Up- "

Bob

Sam

Vance

Scott

Al
Dick
Chubb
Wintermantle
P. M.
"News at "55"
Dick
Dick
Dick
Spero
Spero
Spero
"Variety Showcase"
P. M.
"Swingin"
Sherm
Dick
Daddy"
Wintermantle
Pinto
P. M.
"Jazz Panorama"
Gil
Tom
Tex
Sperry
Davis
Reid

Jim
Roberts

6:55-7:0- 0

Dick
Spero

Dick
Spero

7:00-8:0- 0

Pete
Sharp

Bob

Henes

8:00-9:0- 0

"Coursk
&

Bill

Quirk

Andy"
9:00-11:0-

Charlson
Chavinson

Howard
Mel

11:00-1:0-

Muenter

Jon
Katz

"Late Show"
Brent
Paul
Heintzerling
Scudder

Hodges

A. M.

0

Dick Regnante
Bob Wallner

John

"Symphony Hall"
Trygve
Jim
Steen
Roberts

P. M.

0

Richard
Rubin

Arnold Ison
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Kenyon Chapter of the
UUP represents about 95 per
at of the faculty. These members undertook this action
as
members of the AAUP, a national
sociation, and not as members
the Kenyon faculty.
T.M.
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Next Friday and Saturday,
March 6 and 7, the Ohio Conference Swimming Championships
for the 1959 season will be held
here in Gambier at the Shaffer
Natatorium.
This event will determine the final standings for
the conference regardless of previous individual meets.
Because this is a conference
event all spectators including
Kenyon students will be required
to pay for admission.
Tickets
may be purchased from the Director of Athletics, Jess Falken-stinby mail or at his office.
The number of tickets are
limited so anyone who is interested in going should place his
order immediately. Ticket prices
are as follows:
Friday
1:30 session .50
Friday
8:00 session 1.00
Saturday 1:30 session .50
Saturday 8:00 session 1.00
All Season Ticket 2.50
The Collegian will run a sepcial
edition next week devoted entirely to this event.
e,

Stevenson Lectures
(Cont from Pag

1,

CoL 4)

Season

Sinking Oberlin

HERE MARCH 6 & 7

JOCK JOTTINGS

Ven

End

Swimmers

OC SWIM CONFER.

74-1- 2

The Kenyon swimming team completed its dual meet season
last Saturday with a victory at Shaffer pool against Oberlin. In
this final meet the Lords had an easy workout, as they mauled
Kenyon swimmers took every first except in one
Oberlin,
race, and the Lords captured every second.
Two days before the Oberlin
meet
the Lords traveled to Woos-te- r,
RECORD
CAGERS'
where they won easily again.
Also in this meet Kenyon took all
FALLS TO 14
but one first. Before, on the 14th,
The twin factors of inexperiKenyon defeated Pittsburgh quite
ence and impotent offense con- handily.
Thus, with these last
tinue to plague the Lord cagers
victories the Lords finished
three
look
for
their first the season with a very
as they still
commend
victory over Ohio competition.
able 3 record. All three losses
After bowing to Heidelberg by a came at
the hands of much larger,
2
score on
rather lopsided
more athletic Ohio Conference
Sat., Feb. 14 at Tiffin, Kenyon universities.
7
heartbreaker to
lost a
Records Fall
the following Tuesday on
In the Wooster meet Kenyon
the Otters' floor.
The game was close all the way, swimmers set three pool records
the Lords even pulling out to a on their way to victory.
Dave Borman scored with a
lead at one time, but a
play by Otterbein's time of 24.6 seconds in the 50 yd.
clutch
star, John Loehner, in the last freestyle to tie that record;
Grant Mason, completely
few seconds of the game spelled
n
defeat for the hapless cagers. The recovered from his
illness, set a new record with a
Kenyon cause was helped by
Freshman John May- time of 2:28.7 in the 200 yd. buter, Dave Deselm, Jeff White, and terfly.
Freshman Phil Mayher conJeff Slade.
Last Saturday, however, the tinued his record breaking ways,
team traveled to Alliance only to smashing the old 100 yd. freestyle
receive a rude welcome by Mount pool record by ten seconds, his
time 4:34.2. Besides these three
5
Union in the form of a
licking. The Lords couldn t get winners, of whom both Maygoing against the powerful Raid- her and Borman won another
ers, who opened up a big lead event, other first place winners
were senior Bill Beese and freshfrom the start.
Three games remain on tap for man John Binder.
the remainder of the season
Individual Winners
Powerful Defiance invaded
In the Oberlin meet the medley
Fieldhouse on last Tues- relay team of Mayher, Larry Sel- day, then Coach Harrison's team man, Mason, and Lanny Ritter es
travels to Capital tomorrow to tablished a new record in that
play the recently red-hevent for the Kenyon varsity.
of mighty Wittenberg. Their time was 4:12.2.
Grant
They conclude their season next Mason was also a winner in the
Wednesday with a home encount- 200 yd. butterfly, as was Larry
er against Denison.
Selman in the 200 yd. breast-strok-

to classify and discuss the problem, and the problem, as he saw
it, was what is the proper way
to approach a poem. He mentioned that this was a philosophical problem, one bordering
on logic.
Dr. Stevenson then argued that
in the performance of a piece of
poetry there is opportunity for
variation
in voice inflection,
meaning of words, etc. which give
rise to confusion in interpretation.
The speaker felt that before
attempting to interpret a poem
one must ask himself what he
wants from the poem. This was
one of the points that prompted
a great deal of discussion at the
end of the lecture. Dr. Roelofs
contended that there was, in fact,
no such choice. It was his idea
that the critic's relation to the
poem must be one of absolute
selfishness, the poem is of far
greater significance than the
reader.
Stevenson went on to point out
that in interpreting the poem we
are faced with numerous factors
that will influence our under
standing. As an example he cited
the use of factual knowledge to
determine the author's intention.
Oftentimes, however, there are
cases where there is ambiguity
unresolvable by factual information, then it is necessary to consider such things as anachronism
and the poet's intentions (which
he tended to deemphasize to some
extent). He points out that these
are all devices which may be used
to gain an understanding of the
poem (all relative of course to
what we want from the poem)
Freudian Symbolism
The speaker then wisely warned
against a reading that is too
analytical or, on the other hand,
And further he
too sentimental.
pointed out the danger of an
interpretation in which too much
Freudian significance is attached
to the symbols.
Then he let his true emotivist
learnings show through and contended that when one interprets a
poem he is merely suggesting this
B.H.
as the true interpretation.

74-1- 2.
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New Bus

Other winners were Dave Borman in the 220 yd. freestyle, John
To Be Repainted
Oliver in the 50, Gene Ruth in the
Another alumni will be respon- diving, John Binder in the backsible for the repainting of the bus. stroke, and Phil Post winner of
J.C.
He is Allen H. Neff, '37, a close the 440 yd. freestyle.
friend of the president of the J.
Concerts
Holan Company of Cleveland. Be(Cont. from Pag 1. CoL 1)
cause of this, that company is
painting the bus free of cost to the Singers. The date for this
the college. Also in the near concert has not yet been set.
future the bus will be completely
Workshop
overhauled and checked out.
also
The Music Department
voyThe bus had its "maiden
plans to schedule a workshop
age" in the name of Kenyon Col- presenting original compositions
lege earlier this month.
Just by students. In addition the deafter purchase, it was driven from partment is assisting in the DraNew York to New Haven for an matic Clubs production of GilA number of berts and Sullivan's "Trial By
alumni meeting.
alumni, including Mr. Neff and Jury" this April.
T.B.
Mr. Allen, made this first journey.
Also, President Lund was in at- for transporting students to vartendance.
All hands
aboard ious events. On these trips the
agreed that the bus is a very wise bus will be driven by a professional driver. In between trips,
investment.
the bus will be carefully housed
Transporting Students
J.C.
Primarily the bus will be used and maintained.
(Cont. from Pag

Col.

1,
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Russia Visited By
Kenyon Freshman

COLLEGIAN
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27,

1959

Sort Of A Poem
but don't eat that",
but still

To them
I am

obstinately
but a bit of B
are made of various kinds of
they whine,
in a bilious bowl of alphabet soup
marble from all over the Soviet
plead,
Fit only to be munched
Union. They are also decorated
exhort,
probed
and
with paintings and statues of
force, without
masticated,
and
great Russians, since the revolu- Lacking the
any consideration
All of the stations are
tion.
for my palate,
essential ingredient,
different.
for the
devitalized
beauty of
In the streets you do not see
II
sensual delight . .
any beggers or undernourished They say
not
people. If they cannot afford a
with grubbled
really like
meal I was told that they could
mouth and
roast pork
go to government
restaurants
Moscow.
insidious innocence
at all.
"take that
In Leningrad I spent much time where they can get food.
IV
but don't eat that"
in the company of three students
Despite all we hear about the
time,
Next
pains
for
stomach
univerwho were attending the
revival of the Church in Russia
and they
I know
sity there. They showed me there is really only a small persay I'm
it isn't Pepto-bismmany parts of the town that I cent of the population who are
incurable,
elsewise would not have seen. interested. Many of the churches but they
they'll
just sigh
This gave me an opportunity to have been turned into museums
preposterously
and nod their heads,
talk with some of the people and or storage houses. One church I
propose to
and lock the door.
learn a little about their life visited in Leiningrad had been
to
polarize my pediddle,
Ill
freely
quite
We talked
there.
turned into an antireligious muto find a cure
They carve
about religion, politics, and the seum, and another, so I was told,
until another
and slice, (insidiously)
standards of life in each of our into a grain storage bin. Outside
anaemic man
to resole
respective countries.
the latter, people had left various
must suffer
my
soul
offerings.
were
intersmall
There
As students they were
the unbearable
with vapid
of grain and flowers. The
ested to hear how we lived over
mask of
leather,
support
from
of
no
receives
church
the
country,
most
and
in this
a broadless RN
the dignity
time we spent talking about this. the state. In schools the students
when they
youth,
a
They were quite impressed by are taught that there is no God, of footsore
politely
to the hideous humiliation
the way we live, but I can not leaving it to the parents to foster
ego
undress you . .
the
truly say the same about theirs. any religious belief. The majorI needed
cries it
ity
people
use
no
have
of
the
for
The average family of anyjust ain't fair,
that
where from two to six people live a God.
hypo,
but still they insist
in a flat of from one to three
The Russians do their best to
so bad.
"take that
rooms. They share a bathroom impress tourists visiting their
publication, it is merely grossly similar
a
a
of
recent
is
parody
NB.
as
not
above
intended
The
with three or four other families country.
They have set up an
living under the same conditions. Agricultural and Industrial Ex- to it and was written partly as a means of discovering the identity of the modest author .
Rodger Tucker
Their possessions are few and hibit just outside Moscow. Here politely, I hope.
simple. The cost of things is such they show off their best in these and myself to tell us that they
Give Blood
Yesterdays
that the majority of the people two fields. However, this is just didn't want war again; that they
(Cont. from Page 1, Col. 3)
(Cont. from Page 2, Col. 5)
,csa only afford the simplest.
about the only place that you can wanted their children to grow up. arrives. Final appointment cards composition of
the paths should
Shopping in Russia is far from see these. You never see the In those areas where they are will be sent by the Red Cross to be most carefully considered in
the ease that it is in this country. fruits and vegetables in the stores lacking they are confident that each donor. These should be light of the school's gothic archWhen you go into a store, which or on the tables that are on ex- they will soon catch up to the brought by the donor to Peirce itecture and artistic aura. Plain
is invariably packed, you must hibit. The consumer gets the in- United States and eventually sur- Hall.
cement walks, or black-toppe- d
first of all know what you want, ferior produce. The same thing, pass us.
paths
would be an unsightly
Who to Contact
as there are hardly any displays as previously mentioned, applies
blemish.
But paths of stone
any
witness
I
did
once
Never
If your division chairman has
to help you. You must then push to the clothing. While taking the
blend in easily with the
we
as
such
Americans,
for
hate
you
not
contacted
already
see
counter
and
on
up
down
to
from
Helsinki
train
the
and
your way
sense of architecture, not
Deputy him or her. The Chairmen are as over-a- ll
find out the price of the thing you out to the Polish border I never have just seen against
Mik-oyabeing
too
garishly modern or
Ivanovich
follows: Faculty and Staff, Mrs.
want, and then fight your way once saw any mechanized farm Premier Anastas
plain. Cost of the complete job
of
up
a
tour
winding
is
who
Bexley
Haywood;
Bruce
Hall,
All the work was
back to the cashier and pay for equipment.
might be prohibitive, but a bThe cashier gives done by hand, even in the larg- this country. The only thing that Edwin Bigelow; West Wing, Peter eginning
the article.
could be made on the
was
this
the
anywhere
near
came
Wing,
Muncie;
Van
East
Ned
is
est fields.
the
you a ticket on which
most
important
paths. Stone slab
of
the
in
front
demonstrations
HayRiper; South Leonard, Dick
you paid. You must preJobs seem to be "padded". American Embassy when we went es;
walks could also be more cheaply
Tom
Leonard,
Middle
Carlisle;
counter,
the
at
sent this back
Wherever there could be one
This was only East Division, Fred Hyde; North maintained because they would
after fighting back there, and wait worker in a store there seem to into Lebanon.
reHanna, Carlisle Crutcher; Middle not need a new layer of gravel
while the clerk carefully wraps it be two. Along the side of the done because the people had
erroneously,
and
news
ceived
the
Hanna, Tim Fuller; South Hanna, every Spring or Fall.
up. Paper bags are not used, not railroad tracks there are people
Some valuable traditions should
which
war,
want
not
they
did
Fred Hebley; North Leonard,
even for the smallest object.
whose job it is to cut the grass by they believed the United States
be rejuvinated. Very few know
Kenyon,
Duncan
Muir;
Middle
Clothing is of very poor quality hand. Every inch of grass along
a
was trying to start.
Bud Linden; and for students not that the church tower contains
for the most part. Good clothing is the tracks is cut, even in the
carillion. It was the product of a
say
GraI
would
that
pledged,
Floyd
Lewis
conclusion
Hall,
In
far too expensive for the average midst of nowhere. In the railroad
long period of gifts of bells by
person. Men wear baggy pants stations there are men who go the Russian people have a long ham; Bexley Hall, Byron Dun- alumni. Old Collegians note: "aand jackets without any ties, even around to spread sand on the oil way to go before they reach our ham; Norton Hall, John Mayer; nother bell has been added to the
They are confident Watson Hall, Grant Mason.
in the best places. Ladies wear left by parting trains, and pick standards.
tower," until finally there were
get there and
will
they
that
skirt.
a
print dresses or blouse and
General Instructions
up any trash that might be left.
enough bells to play the old
They
us.
know
surpass
eventually
Several times people came up to It is a familiar sight to see women
Persons who develop cold or familar school songs. It became
me and asked me if I had any doing a man's job, ranging from that their life is not the best, and other illness in the four days be- a tradition for music from the
constantly aware of improve- fore the bloodmobile
clothing that I would sell them.
visit should bells to waft across the campus
working on the railroad tracks are
ments.
We can no longer look phone Mrs. Warner at
a
sledgehammer
In Moscow things were not swinging
to upon
as everyone went to dinner. Old
them as miserable people
much better, however they were cleaning out sewers.
Food Regulations
school songs, sometimes hymns
to
world
waiting
Western
for
the
slightly improved. There I was
Comeat
in
who
Students
the
and Christmas carols, would be
to
Culture seems
be one of the free them. They are going to
shown around by the head of the things that the Russians are striva special breakwill
mons
have
played a half hour. This cariplace in the world
make
Intourist agency, which is the ing for, besides world domination. as has their
provided
fast
and
lunch
llion is still in good working order
for
them.
a
Fighting
democracy.
Russian national tourist service. Books and records are relatively
help. Others should avoid fatty foods and is not a difficult instrument
not
war
with
will
cold
them
He was better off than most of inexpensive,
for six hours before donating, but to learn, but according to the
a twelve inch record What we need is a better underthe people I saw. While in his costs about 850 at the tourist rate, standing of
The rec- music department is not used bthem, and they of us. do not come hungry.
company I was shown the better which is
breakfast is fruit, ecause dust would fall into the
about double the stand- This can only be accomplished ommended
side of Moscow life and society. ard rate. The museums are al- through
more intercourse between poached or boiled eggs, coffee or organ. Certainly, some structure
However, walking around the ways crowded with many people
the two countries, namely that we tea without cream, bread with should be fixed so that the bells
town by myself I saw that condi- including
jam, no butter. The recommended could be played and yet the organ
little children.
visit them and they visit us.
tions were not much better than
lunch is vegetables without dres- pipes protected from dust. It
Despite the hard conditions
in Leningrad.
sing, lean meat, not fried, bread notable that some of the bells
under which these people live
without butter, fruit, coffee or chime all day and no dust clogs
There are several things that they are full of hope
and kindtea without cream.
the pipes.
the tourist notices and make a ness. They are proud of
AL
JIM
the imAlso those who plan to receive
noteworthy impression. The most provements
the bells would make
they have made
that
innoculations,
such
as
polio
shots, the student increasingly aware of
striking thing is the cleanliness of since the deposition of
the Czar.
that can be delayed until after the the musical heritage and would
the streets and public places. Un- Having
never enjoyed some things
12th should do so. You can not create the aura of music on camlike cities in this country the
we take for granted, such as supgive blood if you have just been pus that the various alumni hoped
streets are almost spotless. There
ermarkets,
comfortable
homes
innoculated.
If there is any for.
are waste baskets on the main
Pipei
Tobacco
with all the latest technical adquestion call Mrs. Warner at the
New traditions are needed. Old
streets about every hundred yards vances, they feel no major lackCeramici
Good Food
above number
T.M. traditions fade away with disuse
for the deposit of all trash, ining. They feel that they will get
or inapplicability.
cluding cigarette butts.
Some need to
these someday, but that now they
recognized as
be
renewed,
others
The subways are about as an must build up their country. They
detrimental-Wuseless
and,
in
fact,
The
impressive a thing as one could don't want war as we are someLillian & James Trittipo
must not fling ourselves fur"
hope to see in the commerical times led to believe. They have
Gambier, Ohio
iously into the future throwing
Gambier
underground.
Besides being ab- witnessed war only a generation
of Federal Deposit
Member
away the best of the old, but "e
solutely spotless all over they are ago. In several instances mothers
Grill Open From 8 A.M. to 8:30 P.M.
Insurance Corp.
must not be tied by the past.
architectural masterpieces. They came up to members of the tour
by Ware R. Smith
When we hear about Russia it
about some: scientific
advancement or political, threat
to the West. The only way to
get any sort of an idea about what
Russia is really like is go there
and talk to . the people and see
how they live. This past summer
I had the opportunity to make a
visit to the Soviet for :a short
time. Unfortunately I was only
and
able to visit Leningrad
is usually
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